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UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity.
The next UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity is the Lunch & Learn-Research Submission Form and Greenhire scheduled for Thursday, March 21, 2019 from 12n-1pm in MSB E684. Contact Emily with questions at Emily.Werff@uchealth.com.

1819 Innovation Hub: MSB Office Hours.
The Office of Innovation will host office hours in MSB E313 every Tuesday between 7:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. This will be a great opportunity to have the resources of the 1819 Innovation Hub directly plugged into the building. Faculty may visit office hours to discuss projects, resources, or get any other help one may need. Keep an eye out for their 1819 banner to know when they are in the building. For more information on the 1819 Innovation Hub visit: http://uc1819.com/.

Reminder from Sponsored Research Services.
Don’t forget to record expenditures in a timely manner to avoid additional scrutiny by the Program Officer and Grant Specialists which could result in possible reductions to the future years award budget. Also, it will help to avoid cost transfers and associated extra work.

College of Medicine Faculty Honored for Receiving Patents.
Fourteen faculty members from the College of Medicine were honored March 5, 2019, for securing 14 U.S. patents during 2018. The researchers were among 21 UC faculty celebrated at the university’s inaugural Patent Recognition Awards at the 1819 Innovation Hub. College of Medicine honorees include Zalfa Abdel-Malek, PhD, Laura Conforti, PhD, Zhongyun Dong, MD, PhD, Fred Finkelman, MD, Marat Khodoun, PhD, Suzanne Morris, PhD, Daniel Hassett, PhD, Daniel Kanter, MD, Jonathan Bernstein, MD, Andrew Norman, PhD, Xiaoyang Qi, PhD, William Ridgway, MD, Patrick Tso, PhD, and Yi-Gang Wang, MD, PhD. For more information, please see the original article by Richard Puff: https://www.uc.edu/news/articles/2019/03/n2072793.html.

Content to submit? Click here: https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W

RESEARCH-Updates to policy changes, pre and post grant information, internal opportunities from the Office of Research, landmark publications, opportunities for collaborations on multi-disciplinary grants, and other information not under purview of other electronic publications. This is not for advertising seminars, speakers, etc.
CORES-Notifications of new technologies in existing Cores, establishment of new Cores and instrumentation, calls for collaboration on instrumentation grants, information about Core offerings, and highlights of research facilitated by Core.
EDUCATION-Trainees successes/achievements and innovations and improvements in education facilities and resources related to research.
CULTURE-Activities or opportunities that reward, recognize, inspire collaboration, and support our research faculty, trainees, students, and staff.